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NEW QUESTION: 1
HOTSPOT
You implement a Windows Server 2016 failover cluster named
Cluster1 as a highly available file server.
You run the Get-Cluster cmdlet and receive the following
output.
Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that
completes each statement based on the information presented in
the graphic.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Examine the IPS sensor configuration shown in the exhibit, and
then answer the question below.
An administrator has configured the WINDOWS_SERVERS IPS sensor
in an attempt to determine whether the influx of HTTPS traffic
is an attack attempt or not. After applying the IPS sensor,
FortiGate is still not generating any IPS logs for the HTTPS
traffic.
What is a possible reason for this?
A. The HTTPS signatures have not been added to the sensor.
B. The IPS filter is missing the Protocol: HTTPS option.
C. A DoS policy should be used, instead of an IPS sensor.
D. The firewall policy is not using a full SSL inspection
profile.
E. A DoS policy should be used, instead of an IPS sensor.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your team is designing a web application. The users for this
web application would need to sign in via an external ID
provider such asfacebook or Google. Which of the following AWS
service would you use for authentication?
Please select:
A. AWS Config
B. AWS SAML
C. AWS Cognito
D. AWS 1AM
Answer: C
Explanation:
The AWS Documentation mentions the following
Amazon Cognito provides authentication, authorization, and user
management for your web and mobile apps. Your users ca sign in
directly with a user name and password, or through a third
party such as Facebook, Amazon, or Google.
Option B is incorrect since this is used for identity
federation
Option C is incorrect since this is pure Identity and Access
management Option D is incorrect since AWS is a configuration
service For more information on AWS Cognito please refer to the
below Link:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/coenito/latest/developerguide/whatis-amazon-cognito.html The correct answer is: AWS Cognito
Submit your Feedback/Queries to our Experts

NEW QUESTION: 4
You notice that the performance of your production 24x7 Oracle
12c database has significantly degraded. Sometimes, you are not

able toconnect to the database instance because it hangs.
How can you detect the cause of the degraded performance?
A. by running ADDM in diagnostic mode
B. by performing emergency monitoring using Real-Time Automatic
Database Diagnostic Monitor (ADDM) to fetch data directly from
SGA for analysis
C. by running ADDM to fetch information from the latest
Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) snapshots
D. by using Active Session History (ASH) data and performing
hang analysis
Answer: C
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